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The Server Labs’ Enterprise Development Platform is now
available in the Cloud

The Server Labs has extended its Enterprise Development Platform, a corporate
solution  for  software  development  and  quality  control.  Having  already  been
employed  successfully  by  numerous  companies  running  on  their  very  own
infrastructures,  the  platform  can  now  run  in  the  public  Cloud.  Based  on  its
automation  and  flexibility, it  will  greatly  increase  the  productivity  of  software
development projects, at a fraction of the cost and with a faster setup.

3rd March, 2011: The Server Labs (TSL) has released a new version of its fully optimised
and automated development and quality control platform (Enterprise Development
Platform) that combines best-of-breed tools, frameworks and proven methodologies
running in the public Cloud. The self-contained platform provides a fully set up
environment instantly ready for project development. 

The Enterprise Development Platform has already proven its added value for corporate
software development in multiple industries including banking, travel, aerospace,
transportation and the public sector. The new version in the Cloud will be further
enhancing project quality and boosting productivity whilst providing an almost boundless
scalability, and instantaneous availability. 

The Enterprise Development Platform can run either in the public Cloud or on a
company’s own infrastructure. Running the solution in the Cloud achieves substantial cost
savings based on its immense flexibility. Taking the example of a standard working week,
server usage in the Cloud would be around 40 hours rather than 168 hours when owning
the infrastructure. 

The Enterprise Development Platform defines and optimises the complete development
process throughout the software lifecycle. Together with its ability to run automated and
controlled testing at all levels and throughout the entire software lifecycle this ensures
highest quality output whilst substantially reducing error rates. It also flexibly adapts its
capacity to the technical requirements at any stage of the software development tightly
matching the business objectives.
These are only some of the benefits the Development Platform holds. 

”More than ever do development projects have to fit in with budget and productivity goals.
Automation, strict quality control and flexibility are key to match those needs. Our
Enterprise Development Platform does just that. It can truly boost productivity plus provide
scalability and flexibility when run in the Cloud all of which are essential benefits in a
competitive business environment”, comments Paul Parsons, CTO of The Server Labs. 

- Ends –



Notes to the editors: 
The Server Labs 
The Server Labs (TSL) is a specialist IT Consultancy and Development Company and a leading
authority in Cloud Computing services. Founded in 2004, The Server Labs focuses on the design
and implementation of IT architectures and advanced software engineering projects, working with
the most advanced solutions and technologies and offering its clients cost-effective, scalable and
high performance solutions. 

TSL’s customer groups are predominantly large and medium-sized corporations, which share a
growing need for cost effective and scalable IT solutions. TSL has offices in Spain, Germany and
the UK. Most recently TSL started partnering with Amazon and RightScale to facilitate the adoption
of Cloud Computing in Europe.

More information about The Server Labs is available on www.theserverlabs.com
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